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Abstract
Title of Dissertation: Challenges in the Implementation of Africa’s Integrated
Maritime Strategy (AIMS) 2050.
Degree:

Master of Science

The need for sustainable development has become imperative to enhance the global
economy, as captured in the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(UNSDG). This is especially as the seas and oceans play a crucial role in global
commerce, thereby heralding the consciousness of the parlance referred to as the Blue
Economy (BE).
The ideals of the Blue Economy is to responsibly explore and utilize ocean resources
in a regulated manner, while bearing in mind the need to preserve it for future usage.
Upon this realization, several countries in the world have formulated strategies to
harness the ocean-based resources for wealth creation and economic prosperity.
Therefore, the focus of this study is to examine the Challenges of Africa’s Integrated
Maritime Strategy (AIMS) 2050, an initiative of the African Union, aimed at
enhancing cooperation in the continent, towards the utilization of the Blue Economy
in the African Maritime Domain (AMD) for a sustainable development.
Unfortunately, the African continent is still faced with challenges; ranging from
illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing, over-exploitation, piracy, sea
robbery, illegal trafficking, among other illegalities, which poses a challenge to the
actualization of the 2050 Strategy. Most prominent among these challenges is the lack
of political will by the African leaders, thereby inhibiting the pace of the growth in the
maritime sector of the second largest continent in the world.
Accordingly, the research will attempt to explain the ideals of the concept of the
African Blue Economy with a comparative analysis of the European Union (EU), in
addition to proffering a probable workable solution, towards the realization of the 2050
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Strategy Vis a Vis the 2063 Charter on Maritime Security, Safety and Development in
Africa.
KEYWORDS: AIMS 2050, Blue Economy, Lomé Charter, Sustainability
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CHAPTER ONE
1.1 Introduction / Background
Globally, the seas and oceans have become a veritable source of economic activities
and wealth creation as it caters for over 80 per cent of trade in the universe.
Stakeholders across the globe are making deliberate efforts to ensure the sustainable
use and harnessing of opportunities in the seas and the oceans for the use and benefits
of nature and humanity.
There are many concerns about the sustainable use of oceans, with an increasing
interest on the economic capabilities with their contribution to the global economy
anticipated to double from US$1.5 trillion in 2010 to US$3 trillion by the year 2030.
Accordingly, various governments and corporate entities worldwide are making
frantic efforts to utilise the investments derivable from the oceans including fisheries,
aquaculture, tourism, bioprospecting, seabed mining, oil and gas, renewable energy
and shipping, all culminating into the blue economy concept (Bennett et al., 2019).
The Blue Economy is a new concept that is gradually gaining acceptance at various
global discussions. It aims to utilise sustainable use of oceans resources for
development opportunities in the Exclusive Economic Zones of coastal nations
globally. Aside from this, many countries within the same continent form alliances to
utilise these resources for economic growth and wealth creation (Voyer et al., 2018).
(Bari, 2017) also described the blue economy concept as the approach of actualising
long-term prosperity by a region or a country towards the citizens' overall well-being
and humanity in general.
However, the ecosystem faces several challenges ranging from over exploitation of its
resources, human activities, among other issues threatening the sustainable use of the
resources embedded in the seas and the oceans.
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This does not exclude discussions on climate change issues, which is also a growing
concern for many organisation; including the International Maritime Organisation
(IMO), and its member states to grapple with to harness the full potentials of the blue
economy. All these has led to the drafting of integrated strategies and frameworks that
will help fulfil a continental, regional and national prosperity and wealth creation
regime through the sustainable uses of the seas and the oceans.
Aware of the massive opportunities in the African seas and oceans and the need to
ensure a prosperous Africa, which is one of the visions of the African Union (AU), the
Africa Union Commission (AUC) adopted an African-wide strategy to harness its
ocean resources known as the Africa’s Integrated Maritime Strategy (2050).
The Africa Union's initiative to address the perceived challenges in the African
Maritime Domain (AMD) through the AIMS 2050 will enable Africa as a continent
take to charge of the security and economic development in its maritime domain (Brits
& Nel, 2018).
The Coastal nature of the African continent makes a viable component for the
realisation of a prosperous continent.
To actualise a robust maritime sector, the strategies are-divided into four namely.


Diverse illegal activities which include toxic waste dumping and discharge of
oil, dealing in illicit crude oil, arms and drug trafficking, human trafficking and
smuggling, piracy, and armed robbery at sea.



Energy exploitation,

climate change, environmental

protection and

conservation, and safety of life and property at sea.


Research, innovation, and development.



Maritime sector development, including competitiveness, job creation,
international

trade,

maritime

infrastructure,

transport,

communication and technology, and logistics (AU, 2012).
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information,

It is against this backdrop that the 2050 strategy is premised on developing a blue
economy through synergy while considering the existing ties with the other African
nations as this will further help in the areas of information sharing and capacity
building among other forms of collaboration across national boundaries. Hence, this
study intends to focus on the challenges facing implementing this noble strategy called
the Africa’s Integrated Maritime Strategy, while also attempting to define the concept
of the Blue Economy.

1.2 Problem Statement
A critical study of the AIMS 2050 document reveals that it is a very laudable initiative,
but it is quite ambitious as the strategies do not look realisable within the period
allotted. More so, there are no clear timelines aside from the three broad ones: creation,
growth, and consolidation stages, which may be described as mere "administrative".
See Fig 1.
Although, a review of the plan of Action (PoA) document reveals drafted timelines.
However, it was updated last in May 2013 thereby raising the question of the viability
of the timeline allotted for each stage of the strategy.

Figure 1 Source: (AU, 2012).
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As laudable as the strategies may look, seven years into the adoption, there seems to
be nothing feasible to point at in terms of achievements as it has passed the creation
stage. It is supposedly on the growth stage now, which is expected to last for 13 years
before reaching the stage of consolidation expected to last for another 19 years as
shown in Fig. 1 above.
Without sounding pessimistic, one can say if nothing feasible has been achieved at the
creation stage as the continent is still facing the challenges of piracy and other forms
of maritime-related crimes, how far can the African Union go with the growth stage.
The fact is that time is ticking, and the years are passing gradually, yet the concept of
jointly harnessing the ocean's resources in Africa has suffered setbacks with little or
no immediate solution in sight.
What is expected of a complex document as this is that the strategies should be divided
into various categories while breaking it further into short-term, mid-term, and longterm strategies with realistic targets and monitoring mechanisms put in place.
From the forgoing, it may be right to allude that the AU fails several key maritime
strategies as contained in the implementation document. This may be due to lack of
resources, manpower, funding, bureaucracy, lack of political will, boundary issues,
among other factors (Walker, 2017).
A closer look at the twelve objectives outlined by the AU to achieve the 2050 AIMS
as shown below further reveals that there is so much to be done to actualize the dream
of a robust African Maritime Doman, not just documenting it but by setting achievable
timelines. In addition, it requires viable collaboration and a strong political-will, with
clearly marked roles and responsibilities for all African Union member states.
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Figure 2 Source: (AU, 2012).
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1.3 Aims / Objectives.
The Africa’s Integrated Maritime Strategy was adopted in January 2014 by the African
Union to ensure synergy in the harnessing of the opportunities in oceans and seas of
the continent, while also dealing with challenges of insecurity.
However, there seems to have been no glaring achievements in this approach, and there
is the need to critically analyse it alongside relevant literatures and analyse the
strategies to see if there is the need to revisit it and make amends.
Meanwhile, to have a focused research, the author intends to analyse the challenges of
three out of the twelve objectives namely:


Enhancing Political will at Community, National, Regional and Continental
Levels



Ensuring Security and Safety of Maritime Transportation Systems



Enhancing Wealth Creation, and regional and international trade performance
through maritime-centric capacity and capability building.

In the view of several scholars, the initiative is a good move, but very verbose and
does not seem realisable within the allotted time. It is on this premise that this study
aims at the following objectives.
1. Analyse the AIMS 2050 strategy since its adoption in 2014, in relation to the
2016 African Charter on Maritime Security, Safety and Development (Lomé
Charter)
2. Examine the level of implementation of selected objectives of the strategy.
3. Discuss challenges that may hinder successful implementation of the selected
objectives of the strategy, while also attempting to make recommendations.
1.4 Research Questions
1. What is the level of implementation of the Plan of Action?
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2. What is the monitoring mechanism put in place for the implementation of Plan
of Action?
3. Are the timelines set in the Plan of Action visible?
It should be noted that the Plan of Action document contains the stages of expected
growth and implementation of the strategy.
1.5 Methodology research design and methods
It entails the techniques that will be used to arrive at a conclusion. In this dissertation,
the research method will focus on the use of literature reviews, while also carrying out
a critical analysis of the duo documents, that contains information on the actualisation
of the Africa’s Integrated Maritime Strategy 2050, alongside the 2063 Lomé Charter.
Primarily, information will be sourced from internet sources, books, journals and
related articles.

1.6 Expected Results
The essence of a research is to proffer workable solutions to an identified problem or
gaps in institutions or organizations. To this end, it is expected that the suggestions
and recommendations made in this research will be found useful by the concerned
authorities as it is hoped that they will serve as a guide for implementation.
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CHAPTER TWO
2.1. Literature Review
2.2.1. Introduction
The oceans and seas remain fundamental to the survival of humanity and there is the
need to understand its importance and impact, in order to ensure its sustainable use, as
issues relating to sustainability and uses of resources have been in the front burner of
global discourse as well as research studies (Laffoley et al., 2020).
Interestingly, it is also a known fact that the ocean and seas account for over 80 per
cent of the goods and services supply chain in the globe, in addition to the numerous
benefits it gives to nature and humanity.
Several scholarly articles are of the opinion that globalization and activities of shipping
is impacting and putting pressure on the oceans and the resources embedded in it,
which may affect the sustainability goals as some organisms may die, thereby leading
to their extinction (Yang, 2018).
These pressures have also raised global concerns as it relates to climate change issues,
insecurity and political instability, among other natural disasters (Tosam & Mbih,
2015). This has made the issues on the management of the oceans and the maritime
domain a major concern to the various United Nations (UN) bodies, the International
Maritime Organization (IMO) who is solely responsible to put policies in place that
will provide direction for its member states, while also following suit to ensure
implementation (Oberthür, 2003).
However, continents, states who are members of the IMO are at liberty as sovereign
entities to fashion out ways to harness the resources embedded in their oceans towards
achieving economic prosperity, social development and protection of the marine
environment, bearing in mind the transnational nature of the maritime sector.
Therefore, synergy and a well-designed holistic approach among neighbouring states
is required in order to achieve a robust maritime sector, which requires an integrated
approach, also bearing in mind that the states may have overlapping Exclusive
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Economic Zones (EEZ) where the need may arise to share resources for the common
good of the region (Ansell & Gash, 2018).
This integrated approach can be said to be more beneficial as it will bring about a
knowledge-based approach and enhance information sharing with the overall effect of
creating awareness and making room for wealth creation.
Aware of the importance of combined and more coordinated maritime sector, the
African Union (AU) in 2014 came with the Africa’s Integrated Maritime Strategy
(AIMS) 2050, as there was the need for a more coordinated approach to find solutions
geared towards harnessing the rich resources in the endowed African Maritime
Domain (AMD) (Mafuta, 2021).
Suffice to state that the maritime sector, if well harnessed, is capable of growing the
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of the African economy, hence the need to find ways
or put in place strategies that will help in achieving vibrant economies across the
African continents (Hossain & Zakaria, 2017).
The AIMS 2050 thereby led to the discussions on the need to understand the Blue
Economy concept in relation to the African Maritime Domain, which forms the crux
or call it the centre for the actualization of the 2050 strategy as proposed by the African
Union (Spamer, May 2015).
Seven years down the line since the inception of the strategy, it has been described as
being ambitious, as there seems to be no properly agreed framework in the
implementation stages of the strategy, and this is in addition to the limited resources
and dearth of expertise being experienced in the African continent.
Although the African Union set the stage by adopting a strategic plan of actions in
defining the objectives of the overarching 2050 strategy, while also considering
institutions that will be responsible for the implementation. In 2019, the proposed
action plan reached the second stage, with no visible outcomes. These plans
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include “improving maritime workforce and research capacity”, geared towards
ensuring human capacity development is attained (Walker, 2017).
This led to the postulation by some scholars that the Action plan is not achieving the
desired results, which may hinder the 2050 mark for the actualisation of an African
Maritime Domain that can compete with its counterparts in other climes (Walker,
2017).
2.2.2. Brief on the Establishment of the African Union
Africa plays a very important role on the global scale, being the second largest
continent in the world with 54 countries surrounded by large expanses of water.
Among these 54 countries are 38 coastal states and 16 landlocked states in the
continent (Jayne et al., 2018).

Figure 3 Map of Africa showing landlocked countries in yellow: (Africa | history, people,
countries, map, & facts. ; Map of africa showing landlocked countries 2008)

To underscore the importance of Africa, it serves as a major international route for
shipping as it cuts across the Mediterranean Sea, Atlantic Ocean, Red Sea and Indian
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Oceans, thereby necessitating the need to ensure the resources therewith are well
preserved and properly managed for future use.
The consciousness and the need to promote a united Africa that stands for freedom,
equality, justice and dignity, also bearing in mind the sovereign nature of each country
in the continent, brought about the establishment of the Organisation of African Unity
(OAU) in 1963. The primary aim is to preserve the African’s heritage, while jointly
working together across borders to achieve a common goal that will lead to wealth
creation and vast opportunities in the continent, as contained in the OAU Charter
(Nshimbi & Moyo, 2020).
Coordination and synergy are key elements in the actualization of a unified system,
which is what the OAU stood for in the realization of a vibrant continent.
The OAU with its headquarters located at Addis Ababa, in Ethiopia later
metamorphosed in 2002 to what is now known as the African Union (AU), but still
retains the mandate of promoting an integrated Africa, that uphold justice, unity,
political stability, economic growth and development, promotion of socio-cultural
integration, and harnessing its vast potentials. The ultimate goal of ensuring
sustainability and a prosperous Africa (Dauda et al., 2021).
This led the African Union to come up with four set of goals and 12 objectives among
other initiatives in the actualisation of an integrated maritime administration for the
African continent, known as the Africa’s Integrated Maritime Strategy (AIMS) 2050.
2.2.3. The Africa’s Integrated Maritime Strategy (AIMS)
The Africa’s Integrated Maritime Strategy (AIMS), 2050, though regarded as
ambitious, is to help Africa overcome the challenges faced in the management and
preservation of its resources. This will also help to resolve and tackle the concerns of
illegal activities like illegal unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing, insecurities due
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to activities of sea robbery, pirates and kidnapping in the waters among other vices,
which costs the continent to lose several billions of dollars (Stockbruegger, 2014).
As part of efforts to realize this 36-year planned strategy from 2014-2050, the AU also
put in place mechanisms called the Plan of Action that will help in the effective
actualisation. These Plan of Action cuts across defined objectives and attainable goals,
and it is also expected to provide guidelines or set the tone for actualization of the
strategy, which is expected to cover 21 key areas as highlighted in the document to
include; capacity building in maritime governance, maritime defence, maritime
defence and security among others (Brits & Nel, 2018)
However, despite the verbosity of these 21 key areas for the Plan of Action, there are
noticeable gaps as identified by various scholars ranging from funding, definition and
proper understanding of the blue economy concept among other critical issues that
may affect the actualisation and sustainability of the strategies within the allotted
period.
Formulation of strategies helps in giving direction to a course or an action that will
result in yielding positivity or change in a particular direction that will be beneficial to
individuals, government or an institution. However, it is in the implementation that
will determine the success of any strategy, hence the need to review and discuss some
challenges in the subject matter in focus.
Implementation requires consistency at the various stages, which should be broken
into parts namely; short-term, mid-term and long-term plan in order to make it
trackable and measurable as it must include time lines (El-Toukhy, 2021).
Strategy and implementation are inseparable factors in the realization of a successful
end, as seen in McKinsey’s, framework Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), that says
implementation requires “structure, strategy, systems, skills, style, staff, shared value
and superordinate goals. This framework will help determine the viability of the AIMS
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2050 at every stage and help change direction where necessary in the case of nonperformance or slow progress in the strategy (Hanafizadeh & Ravasan, 2011).
Therefore, the next segment of this research will highlight some of the challenges as
discussed by some scholar.
2.2.4. Scholarly Reviews of the Challenges in the Implementation of the African
Integrated Maritime Strategy (AIMS) 2050
Analysing the challenges in the implementation of the AIMS Strategy from scholarly
perspectives reveals that there are several challenges, ranging from the definition of
the term Blue Economy, funding, weak coordination strategy and weak institutional
framework among other challenges, which may hinder the actualization of the AIMS
2050.
2.2.5. Inconsistencies in the Definition of the Term Blue Economy
Walker, (2017) in his Policy brief titled; “Reviving the AU’s Maritime Strategy” he
disclosed that in defining the Blue Economy, the 2050 AIMS sees it from the
perspective “a marine version of the green economy, one that improves African
citizens’ well-being while significantly reducing marine environment risks as well as
ecological and biodiversity deficiencies”.
Accordingly, Walker, (2017) disclosed that the AU attaches lots of importance to the
blue economy as seen in various documents, which describes it as the “new frontline
of Africa’s renaissance”. In addition to this, in the 2063 Lomé Charter, maritime
related issues were included, thereby making the blue economy align with the vision
of the AU, which has consistently been mentioned at various fora recognizing the
impact in Africa.
Nevertheless, despite the importance of the concept in the circle of the African Union,
agreeing on what it should mean practically remains a major challenge faced by
stakeholders in the African Maritime Domain, including the AU itself.
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Furthermore, he disclosed that the AIMS’ definition did not capture the definition of
the Blue Economy, rather the document provides for the definition of maritime
prosperity.
Another conflicting definition was in the Lomé Charter of 2063, which states that the
definition of the blue economy is a procedure best left for the African Union Assembly,
meaning it did not “agree” with the definition in the AIMS 2050 document.
Occasioned by the inconsistencies in the definition, it may be difficult to understand
the scope of harnessing the opportunities in the blue economy. It is therefore pertinent
that there should be some uniformity in the definition, as this will point a direction to
the use of the concept in Africa. If a concept as noble as the blue economy is lacking
in unified definition, achieving the strategies may be unsuccessful.
2.2.6. Structure of the Aims 2050 Strategic Task Force and Lack of Funding
Funding is very vital in the actualization of any strategy that must succeed.
Considering the objectives highlighted in the AIMS 2050, and the complexity of the
document, Africa as a continent must put into consideration the issue of structure and
funding.
As identified in his text, Walker, (2017) disclosed that the Strategic Task Force (STF),
established by the Africa Union Executive Council in a meeting held in May 2014 at
Malabo, has the mandate to produce and fast track a roadmap for the implementation
of the 2050 AIMS, which is required to be in conformity with international laws.
The STF, which is the main driver of the strategy, has reportedly failed for several
reasons, as it failed to hold its inaugural meeting as at October 2014, although later
held it in July 2015.
Findings reveal that as at the first meeting, only seven states and one of the members
of the Regional Economic Communities (REC) participated at the meeting, which fails
to meet the quorum, hence can be declared null and void. Accordingly, there was
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supposed to be a follow up meeting in the same 2015, September to make up for the
lapses in the July meeting, but that did not also hold. As seen in the website of the
African Union, it is evident that as at the year 2021, the STF has held only four
meetings, meaning there has not been consistency in the meetings as no document on
the roadmap has been released ever since the establishment of the STF (African Union,
2018).
The inability of the meeting to hold was associated with a lack of budget, which still
points to the issue of funding earlier identified as a gap.
It is therefore assumed that the failure of the STF to meet as and when due, poses a
major setback for the actualization of the AIMS 2050. While noting that if the
members met regularly, bearing in mind the importance of the STF mandate in making
the proposed strategy viable, they would have been able to fashion out a workable
roadmap that will put in place proper structure and some funding mechanisms.
“The lack of funding is indeed a significant constraint, yet it is the failure to reach
quorum at the July 2015 meeting that is arguably indicative of a more worrying and
broader indifferent – or even a sheer lack of interest – among the member states and
RECs over whether the strategy is implemented” (Walker, 2017).
All these factors raise doubts about the future and the continuity of the STF, as there
seems to be no particular direction and meanwhile time is ticking fast.
2.2.7. Lack of Dedicated Maritime Affairs Department and Dearth of
Expertise
The initiative of the African Union to include the blue economy and maritime security
in the 2063 agenda is plausible and a good move, although there are some deficiencies
in arriving at a definition. However, to complement these efforts, the need for
establishment of a specialized maritime office or department in the African Union
Commission (AUC) was identified.
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Establishing a dedicated maritime entity will help in the achievements of the set goals,
as agreed upon by the Ministers in charge of maritime in the African continent. This
is in addition to the urgent need for establishment of institutions that will act like the
think tanks for the continent, which will help in the viability of the proposed
department of maritime, such as the High Level College of Champions (HLC2).
Unfortunately, the dearth of expertise may also affect the process, as there has been a
decline in numbers since 2016, due to the retirement or exit of experienced staff.
Despite the fact that the role of the task force in the AU is commendable, the place of
expertise cannot be overemphasized, hence the need for the AUC to consider as a
matter of urgency the establishment of a maritime department. Leaving the entirety of
the think tank and the duty for drafting the roadmap of the AIMS 2050 to the task force
to grapple with may yield little or no results as they are already facing marginalization,
funding, leadership, while also managing multiple maritime tasks and expectation
(Walker, 2017).
Walker, (2017) concludes thus, “The AU must play a stronger role in developing
maritime security and supporting blue-economy growth for all member states.
Reforms within the AU Commission are necessary – both structurally, in terms of the
composition and location of the task force it depends on to develop the maritime
agenda, and conceptually, in terms of how it understands the idea of the blue economy
and how it approaches the implementation of maritime strategies.”
On his part, Egede, (2016) in his article titled “Institutional Gaps in the 2050 Africa’s
Integrated Maritime (AIM) Strategy” identified more gaps that I will highlight further
in this research.
2.2.8. Maritime Security
Africa is dealing with issues relating to security in its maritime domain as seen in the
Gulf of Guinea and Somalia in the past years. These regions are hotspots for piracy,
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kidnapping, among other criminal activities like human trafficking, illegal bunkering,
illegal fishing, theft of crude oil, among other illicit activities, thereby making
maritime security central to the actualization of the AIMS 2050 (Ofosu-Boateng,
2018).
The absence of a joint African Union Naval Force or joint coast guards in the strategy
document as highlighted by Egede, (2016) to deal with crimes is a huge gap.
Although there are commendable steps taken by several African countries with their
naval forces in providing maritime security for their regions, a joint naval force in the
continent will make the fight against insecurity more efficient and effective, especially
as the 2050 strategy is towards a joint solution to an African problem.
Egede, (2016) posited that Africa should take a cue from the European Union Naval
Force (EU NAVFOR) model involving its member’s states who jointly provide assets
and personnel, while the funding is on a national basis, in providing security in the EU
territory.
Adopting the EU model, both its successes and failures will help to develop a maritime
security blueprint for implementation of the Africa’s Integrated Maritime Strategy
2050.
Furthermore, it was opined that there might be some logistical challenges in the setting
up of a continental naval operation. Hence, the African Union may adopt the method
of decentralizing the operations of securing the African Maritime Domain to the
Regional Economic Communities (REC) such as the Economic Community of West
African States (ECOWAS), Economic Community of Central African States
(ECCAS), and the South African Development Community (SADC). This method will
give room for the RECs to develop a framework on maritime security as it suits each
region and also give room for a more effective and efficient policing in the regions.
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2.2.9. Institutional Framework for an African International Court to Deal with
African Maritime Issues
Another institutional gap identified is the lack of institutional framework for dispute
settlement on maritime boundary related issues in Africa as there have been past
disputes like that of Tunisia and Libya on continental shelf that was decided by the
International Court of Justice (ICJ). This is one among many other cases brought
before the ICJ to deal with.
Amicable dispute settlement is very crucial to the actualization of the 2050 strategy in
order to fast-track easy resolution without escalating it to the international bodies as
time is of the essence since the proposed strategy is time bound. Therefore, this
requires urgent and prompt attention of the African Union, in order to forestall future
occurrence in resolving matters of jurisdictional conflicts within the continent.
The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) also backs up this
proposition, as seen in Part XV of Article 280. It states thus, “Nothing in this part
impairs the right of any states parties to agree at any time to settle a dispute between
them concerning the interpretation or application of this convention by any peaceful
means of their own choice”.
Furthermore, section 282 of the UNCLOS gives room for the possibility of settling
disputes as may be deemed fit by any region.
“if the state parties which are parties to a dispute concerning the interpretation or
application of the Convention have agreed, through a general, regional or bilateral
agreement or otherwise, that such dispute shall, at the request of any party to the
dispute, be submitted to a procedure that entails a binding decision, that procedure
may apply in lieu of the procedures provided for in the part, unless the parties to the
dispute otherwise agree” (UNCLOS, 1982).
Although, the approach to have variety of choices for dispute resolution has been
criticized, as it is believed that it may degenerate into all manners of international
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tribunals, which may cause divisions and discordant tunes in the decisions of the
various courts. However, Egede, (2016) believes that it is better to have variety of
dispute resolution mechanisms in place; so that states may have, the option to go for
whatever option suits them.
From the author’s perspective, although states enjoy absolute sovereignty, thereby
leaving them with various options for dispute resolution is a good proposal; however
part XV of Article 280 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS) quoted earlier, usually means a bilateral or trilateral agreement among the
states involved in dispute conundrum.
A classic example of boundary dispute is the case between Ghana and Cote d’Ivoire,
adjudicated by the International Tribunal on the Law of the Sea (ITLOS), meaning
there is no need for the establishment of a special maritime court in Africa, as it
becomes proliferation of courts (International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea, 2017).
Moreover, the Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA), an inter-state arbitration with
five arbitrators still exists, thereby making it more flexible to settle maritime related
disputes (PCA, 2021).
Aside from the aforementioned, expertise is required in the composition of new courts,
as not just anyone can entertain maritime dispute matters. Meanwhile, many authors
have argued that Africa lacks capacity and capability as regards the concept of the
Blue Economy in relations to the 2050 Strategy, which makes it germane for the
continent to focus on building and developing capacity in order to actualise the dream
of a robust African Maritime Domain, rather than establishing another court.
2.3. Conclusion
Undoubtedly, the brains behind the strategy means well, but there is the need to
institutionalize workable models and set achievable goals with realistic timelines, as
there are lots of potentials in the continent that need to be harnessed.
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Africa is a goldmine with abundance of resources, ranging from natural to humans.
However, strategies becomes a mirage if there are no drivers for the implementation
processes. In this case, African Union being the umbrella body of the continent has
roles to play in ensuring that AIMS Strategy does not end up as mere rhetoric.
Meanwhile, the population of a people should serve as her strength, therefore the
continent should leverage and invest heavily in Maritime-based capacity development
towards getting the right expertise in driving goals and strategies, and this will help to
solve the challenges of round pegs in square holes.
Practically speaking, there can be no perfect strategy as strategic documents are work
in progress, however some common and visible lapses should be taken into
consideration in order to avoid a ship-wreck of the strategy, thereby making it difficult
to attain or totally unattainable.
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CHAPTER THREE
3.1. Defining the Blue Economy Concept
The seas and the oceans are crucial to the existence of humanity with the entire earth
surface mostly covered by water. Several commercial activities, like underwater
mining, fishing, oil drilling and explorations and aquaculture among others take place
on the seas and there is the need to consciously preserve it for the future generations
to be able to harness the resources embedded in the seas, hence the current global
discussion on sustainability (Bax et al., 2021).
(Gunter, 2011) in his journal titled “The Blue Economy” said, “Let us not demand
more of the earth. Let us do more with what the earth already provides”. This quote
heralds the awareness of the blue economy concept, which aims to promote and
encourage sustainable uses of ocean resources.
Furthermore, integrating ocean economy with developmental strides across national
boundaries adequately describes the concept of the Blue Economy (BE), which was
also the crux of the discussion at the Rio+20 United Nations Conference on
Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDG) held in 2012. The conference addressed
fundamental issues regarding eradicating poverty by developing a framework that will
encourage a sustainable development and use of ocean resources as an alternative
model for economic stimulation (Silver et al., 2015).
The Blue Economy concept goes side by side with sustainability, as the later seeks to
define the basic needs of humankind, while also bearing in mind the future demands,
and the need to preserve the ocean-based resources. Therefore, it will be right to assert
that sustainability is the centrality of the blue economy concept.
It has continued to gain global acceptance as and the consciousness of the BE is to
help lay a foundation for the long-term usage of the oceans for economic growth and
development on the global scale, while also considering protecting it (Lee et al., 2020).
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Aquaculture is at the heart of the concept, as many countries in the world have
embraced aquaculture as a means of livelihood for its citizenry in order to help food
sustenance through harnessing and cultivation of aquatic plants, which points to the
importance attached the ocean-based resources and by extension the Blue Economy
awareness. Aquaculture, said to be increasingly growing in global food production at
a rate of 38 per cent brings to the fore the need to pay attention to the blue economy
concept for economic emancipation and wealth creation (Campbell et al., 2021).
In an Executive Order (EO) signed by the erstwhile President of the United States of
America, Donald Trump, dated May 7, 2020. The EO titled; “Promoting American
Seafood Competitiveness and Economic Growth”, terms aquaculture as a means to
reduce deficit in seafood trade nationally, which emphasizes the opportunities in the
marine space in order to fully actualize the Blue Economy across the globe. This is a
testament to the ideals of the concept (Froehlich et al., 2021).
Harnessing the Blue Economy also focuses on the need to confront illegal, unreported,
and unregulated fishing (IUU), which is also becoming a global trend and a concern
to relevant international bodies like the International Maritime Organisation (IMO).
To underscore the importance of the Blue Economy concept, the Conference of the
Parties (COP 25) under the auspices of the United Nations Climate Change Conference
(UNFCCC) were code named the “Blue COP”. The Conference also adopted the report
on the ocean and cryosphere in a changing climate, which highlighted the need to take
cognizance the timely, ambitious and coordinated plans to tackle unparalleled and
long-term changes in the ocean and cryosphere (Ertör & Hadjimichael, 2020).
Invariably, the Blue Economy concept focuses on building strong and viable
economies with the involvement of governments at all levels, both at the national and
international levels towards the realization of economic growth and prosperity, by
ensuring the preservation of the environment to enhance and achieve the goal for a
sustainable ocean (Wenhai et al., 2019).
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Small Islands Developing States (SIDS) are regarded the pioneers of this concept, as
it serves as major source of livelihoods and for their well-being, while, other coastal
states have also taken the opportunity to advance development in their countries
(Chattoraj, 2020).
One very fundamental aspect of the concept is the place of spatial planning that helps
in the utilization of the ocean resources, while also encouraging equity in the
optimization of the derivable for growing economies. This makes spatial planning a
critical aspect of the Blue Economy, as it helps to provide blueprint for developmental
purposes, towards harnessing ocean-based resources for economic prosperity (Cohen
et al., 2019).
Furthermore, the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDG) 14 and
17 on Life below Water and partnership is towards ensuring the conservation of the
oceans towards achieving a robust maritime sector though partnership and cooperation
among member states. (Wenhai et al., 2019).
The conceptualization of the Blue Economy also helps to bolster the green growth
initiative, aimed at utilizing natural assets for the provision of essential environmental
services for the well-being of people, while also preserving the ecosystem from
degeneration and over-exploitation.
Although, it is arguably new, it aims to ensure a balance in the actualisation of
sustainable economic benefits, in addition to the long-term ocean health in consonance
with the sustainable development goals, geared towards intra and inter-generational
equity (Keen et al., 2018).
All these initiatives of preserving the oceans and its resources are tied to the concept
of the Blue Economy, which various scholars have attempted to give it a definition, in
order to get a broader understanding of the concept (Smith-Godfrey, 2016).
Interestingly, activities of transportation of goods by the sea through shipping, which
accounts for a huge chunk of global commerce has remained a concern for various
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United Nation’s Organizations, particularly the International Maritime Organization
(IMO). This is due to the effects it has on ocean resources, which serves as threat to
the preservation of the resources, which may affect the actualization of the Blue
Economy (Xu et al., 2020).
Asides from shipping, increase in human population globally is putting more pressure
on the marine life and serves as a threat to their continuous existence, if proper
measures are not put in place to ensure the sustainable and equitable uses of the
resources embedded in the oceans (Olsen et al., 2018).
Upon this premises, it will not be out of place to describe the concept of the Blue
Economy as a transgenerational approach for wealth creation and even distribution of
the resources in the oceans, while also making concerted efforts to preserve and
regulate the usage for the future.
Overall, the concept of the blue economy, blue capital and blue growth, since its
emergence has gained momentum in the discussions relating to policies around the
ocean’s future and the benefits embedded in it. Therefore, it is no longer business as
usual, where dumping of waste and over exploitation of resources can take place on
the oceans (Ertör & Hadjimichael, 2020).
Africa’s Maritime Domain (AMD), being the focus of this discussion is thereby
making frantic efforts to realize and develop its oceans, in order to harness the
resources derivable in it, which is towards the full optimization of its blue economy.
3.1.1. Understanding the African Blue Economy Concept
The Blue Economy ideal is increasingly gaining traction across global discussions,
thereby creating the awareness and the need to conserve the resources in the world
oceans, as they interlink with one another (Barbesgaard, 2018).
Africa, being a crucial part of the global economy with a coastline of over 47,000km
and an Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of 13 million square km, is also realizing the
potentials in its oceans and the need to align with the global concept of the Blue
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Economy, towards economic prosperity and wealth creation in the continent
(Rustomjee, 2018).
The continent made up of 54 countries of which 38 of them are littoral states, is
responsible for more than 70 per cent of the entire Africa’s maritime space, thereby
making it more viable for economic activities. The ocean space in the continent
include, lakes, rivers and vast ocean resources, thereby making it a strategic route for
international trade to thrive, and by extension boosts the economy of Africa.
Owing to the importance of the ocean space, the African Union (AU) remains crucial
to the actualization of the African Blue Economy initiative. This has led the AU to
wide consultations across the continent to see how to garner support towards a wealth
creation regime through the Blue Economy drive for achieving growth and
development in the African continent.
In demonstrating this drive, the African Union came up with the Africa’s Integrated
Maritime Strategy (AIMS) 2050 and the 2063 Lomé Charter, which terms the Blue
Economy as the “new frontier of African Renaissance”, while also describing it as the
future of Africa and a stimulus for other economic activities (Nagy & Nene, 2021).
Furthermore, the African Union came up with the initiative of the African Day of Seas
and Oceans in July 2015, tagged “decade of Seas and Oceans from 2015 – 2025” aimed
at promoting the actualization of a sustainable Blue Economy in Africa (Sacko, 2020).
Although, has been criticized that Africa may not realize the blue growth due to lack
of expertise and noticeable capacity gap in the continent towards the attainment of a
sustainable growth. In addition, the blue growth in Africa seems to be more politically
and revenue driven, rather than the sustainable use of the oceans for equity distribution
and the need for future preserve, hence the misconception about the ideals, which
scholars believe might also make it unattainable if the right approach is neglected
(Childs & Hicks, 2019).
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However, several Africa countries are in the frontline of developing their blue
economy or call it blue growth as demonstrated by Kenya in its Green Economy
Strategy Plan spanning 14 years, starting from 2016-2030. The initiative is to
encourage low-carbon, resource efficiency, while also advancing socio-economic
transformation for the well-being of the citizens, which is applicable to the realization
of the blue economy (Government of Kenya, 2016).
Nigeria also recently launched a coined cliché called the “Deep Blue Project” which
is targeted at harnessing the numerous potentials in the Exclusive Economic Zone of
Nigeria, while also ensuring collaboration with other African countries for ensuring
security on the region’s waterways already plagued by criminal activities ranging from
piracy, overfishing, illegal, unreported and Unregulated fishing (BIMCO, 2021).
Resources in the region that relates with the blue economy realities requires that certain
areas like aquaculture, fisheries, maritime transportation, and inland water
transportation among others can help in creating wealth and employment for the Africa
people.
The fisheries sector, which is the largest in the African Blue Economy has over 12
million people employed, and serves as food and provides nutrition for more than 200
million Africans with a total income of US$24 billion representing 1.26 percent of the
continents Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (Rustomjee, 2018).
Therefore, the idea of the Africa’s Blue Economy is to assist the continent consolidate
on the gains of the ocean resources to bolster the economy of the region and to help in
the preservation of the massive prospects derivable from the aquatic splendour in the
continent.
It also brings to the fore the urgent need to put measures in place that will discourage
over-exploitation, degradation and all forms of illegal activities that may affect the
sustainable use of its seas and oceans. All things being equal, if the Africa’s Blue
Economy drive is absorbed, it will be a major source of wealth for the continent.
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Remarkably, Africa has a large expanse of aquatic and marine spaces, which is
gradually becoming a subject of discuss in the political space on how to utilize the
benefits derivable from it. Although, the natural resources in the continent seems to be
underutilized, there is now more awareness on the benefits and its palpable impact on
achieving a sustainable development, in order to meet up with the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDG); particularly SDG 14 that deals with the
conservation and sustainable use of the oceans (Bueger, 2017).
It can be alluded that efforts of the Africa Union as reflected in the 2050 Strategy and
the 2063 Charter is to take advantage of the prospects in the Blue Economy, provide a
level playing field for all Africans, while also taking its rightful place in the comity of
maritime nations.
This will help foster wider collaborations and boost its bilateral relations with member
states, while also relying on private sector involvement for expertise and technical
knowledge in the realization of the dream of a prosperous African continent.
Currently, the population of Africa stands at over 1.3 billion inhabitants, with a huge
size of the population occupying the coastal areas, which may put pressure on the
resources, in addition to the devastating effects of climate change on the ocean and
marine resources. Aware of these facts, stakeholders in the Africa maritime industry
are making conscious efforts to manage the oceans for a sustainable Blue Economy
for Africa (Population of africa (2021) - worldometer).
Therefore, it will be apt to conclude that awareness of the huge resources in the African
Maritime Domain informs the initiative of the Africa Blue Economy, which calls for
the involvement of government and stakeholders to draw a workable roadmap for the
realization of the African Blue Economy.
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3.1.2. Benefits of the African Blue Economy Concept
Africa is the second most populous continents on earth with enormous natural
resources ranging from oil, gas production, diamond, gold and a large expanse of
ocean resources, including human resources. Interestingly, it is estimated that 30 per
cent of the mineral resources on earth is in Africa, but despite these resources, Africa
is rated the poorest continent in the world (Environment, 2017).
Currently, the continent grapples with challenges of unemployment, corruption,
improper planning, political instability, among other vices that inhibits the progress of
Africa. These challenges raises concerns about the policies and strategies in place to
realise the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals aimed at creating a fair and
balance living across the globe (Hope Sr, 2021).
Aware of the opportunities in the Blue Economy in Africa, the African Union have
adopted several measures in partnership with Presidents and Heads of States to create
more awareness, culminating into the discourse of the African Integrated Maritime
Strategy 2050 and the signing of the Lomé Charter 2063. Although, there seem to be
limited knowledge and expertise in harnessing these resources, which calls for the need
to innovate and understand the matrix of the concept in order to reap the benefits for a
prosperous Africa, both for humans and the ecosystem in terms of well-being (OkaforYarwood et al., 2020).
The Ocean resources, representing the Blue Economy, will help Africa realize an
accelerated growth in the economy, reduce poverty, help to drive Foreign Direct
Investments (FDI) opportunities, while also creating a level playing field for
individuals and investment opportunities to thrive.
Notable strides in realizing the benefits of the Blue Economy can be seen in the Eastern
part of Africa with Seychelles, Comoros, Kenya, Madagascar and Mozambique who
are located in a vantage position by the Indian Ocean rim formulated strategies that
will help in the realization of their Blue Economy for the benefits of growing their
economy. The benefits includes increased exports, empowerment of native local
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communities, promotion of entrepreneurship opportunities among other benefits in the
region (Mohanty & Dash, 2020).
Typically, Seychelles, comprising of about 155 Islands has a huge variety of marine
life came up with a 12-year road map, spanning 2018 through 2030 built around four
key priority areas. The strategy is to help create a sustainable wealth regime through
diversification of their existing ocean-based resources, ports tourism and fisheries,
while also exploring new frontiers in renewable energy, mariculture, biotechnology
and digital connectivity. The benefit of this initiative is to share prosperity, secure
healthier and more productive oceans and create an enabling environment (Bolaky,
2020).
For a supposedly “poor” continent like Africa, which is largely due to many factors as
mentioned in the preceding chapters, utilization of the Blue Economy, can change the
narrative, thereby bailing Africa from the shackles of borrowing and requesting
foreign monetary aids. Africa’s debt profile has risen significantly, thereby posing a
concern to the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) (Stein, 2004).
According to a World Bank Data, from 2010-2018 the entire debt for Sub-Saharan
Africa rose from $286 billion in 2010 to $583 billion in 2018, nearly 150 per cent,
which is largely unsustainable (Yinka Adegoke, 2020).
Therefore, harnessing the potentials in the African Blue Economy will help Africa live
well above poverty and create wealth for its citizens, more so with the rising population
in the continent.
Other benefits accruable from the African Maritime Domain includes promotion of
Culture, tourism and sports, hydrocarbons and mineral resource development and
energy improvement.
The benefits of the initiative is numerous and inexhaustible if only the right approach
and strategy is put in place, as AU remains at the centre of achieving a robust African
Maritime Domain.
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Obviously, Africa has numerous growth opportunities, which also signals the need for
cooperation and synergy across the various African countries. This will require
information sharing and gathering of data and where necessary signing of
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), to ensure all available resources are deployed
for the development of the continent.
Overall, the continent of Africa has a lot to offer the entire globe in attaining the
UNSDG, as the onus lies on the leaders to embrace expertise and professionalism in
the harnessing of the natural resources. This will help reduce the level of insecurity
and restiveness in the continent, as the objective of the African Union aims at ensuring
a justice, and fair system operates.
However, there is the need to do a comparative analysis of the European Union model
and examine necessary lessons for the African continent.

3.2. Brief Analysis of European Union Blue Economy
The discourse on Blue Economy has continued to assume centre-stage at all levels on
the international arena, with various models developed in the quest for harnessing of
the ocean resources. The overriding interest is sustainability, which is where the focus
of global prosperity is tending.
Some of the models are yielding results; some are a work in progress, while some are
yet to develop a proper framework for the utilization of the concept. This sub-topic
will briefly highlight some of the strides of the European Union as compared to Africa,
while also pointing out copious lessons towards achieving a prosperous Africa.
Europe as a continent has embraced innovation, which is very crucial to the realization
of a modern economy. Leveraging on Research and Development, with the priorities
in sustainability, development, strategy and competitiveness to harness her Blue
Economy. These models lays emphasis on the need for member states to collaborate
in order to overcome the continent’s challenges, thereby paving way to implement
reforms for the Europe 2020 vision (Derlukiewicz, 2014).
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Furthermore, a study of a report published by the European Commission reveals that
there are 27 countries in the European Union, referred to as the EU-27. The report
described the viability of the European Blue Economy sector as it relates to ocean and
the coastal environment.
Utilization of the Blue Economy sector in the EU has led to increased job creation with
over 4 million jobs created in 2018, while the sector generated the sum of €650 billion
as turnover and €176 billion as gross value added. This is in addition to stability on
the employment status in the Blue Sector of the EU (2021 EU blue economy report –
emerging sectors prepare blue economy for leading part in EU green transition).
A deeper insight into the report suggests that the EU Blue Economy Sector is gradually
giving rise to activities such as ocean energy, marine biotechnology and robotics,
which by forecast, will play a crucial role in the 2050 EU’s quest for a carbon-neutral
and biodiversity, this is as 66 per cent of global wave energy capacity was installed in
2020.
Meanwhile, from 2013 - 2018, other aspects of the EU coastal economy that grew
significantly are tourism, maritime transport and port activities, including the fisheries
and aquaculture that generated about €7.3 billion as gross profits in 2018, representing
43 per cent increment, compared to 2009. (2021 EU blue economy report – emerging
sectors prepare blue economy for leading part in EU green transition).
Although, due to the Covid-19 pandemic, some sectors like the coastal tourism
suffered setbacks, this is quite understandable as there were lockdowns across the
globe.
Without mincing words, it is glaring that the ideals of the Blue Economy is yielding
results in the EU, largely due to reliance on capacity development in the area of
research and development and cooperation among the member states. Africa as a
continent can replicate these feats, with the African Union setting the pace with a
robust and data inclusive Plan of Action among other initiatives.
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3.2.1. Blue Economy Learnings for Africa
The learning from the report reveals that accurate data is important in actualization of
the blue economy, which seems to be lacking in Africa (Simire, 2019). Aside this,
understanding the ideals of the Blue Economy will help in job creation, increase the
GDP of the continent of Africa as well as help reduce poverty through its wealth
creation drive as contained in the 2050 Strategy and the 2063 Charter.
Furthermore, there is the need to embrace capacity building through research and
development, which is what the EU has leveraged on in the actualization of the Blue
Economy concept. Africa Maritime Domain remains an untapped goldmine, as the
sector alone can bail the African continent from the shackles of poverty and
mismanagement or resources.

CHAPTER FOUR
4.1. Analyses of Regulatory Framework of African Charter on
Maritime Security and Safety Development in Africa (Lomé
Charter, 2063) and AIMS 2050
Over the years, Africa’s oceans and seas are under severe pressure, causing the region
to lose several billions of United States Dollars (USD), including loss of lives and
unquantifiable number of property. In addition to this, the continent grapples with the
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effects of illegal trafficking, marine environment degradation, among other issues
plaguing it, thereby affecting the realization of the African Blue Economy (Belhabib
et al., 2019).
More so, the oceans and seas in the continent play a crucial role in international
shipping, thereby increasing the pressure already witnessed, alongside heightened
effects of climate change. Therefore, there was the need to plug into the global
discourse of the new Blue Economy concept in advancing a prosperous Africa’s
Maritime Domain.
This gave rise to the widely contested Africa’s Integrated Maritime Strategy (2050)
aimed at helping the African Union member states jointly tackle its maritime
challenges, while also advancing the opportunities in the continent’s maritime
corridors, bearing in mind the need for African leaders to have the political will to
drive the process of the implementation of the strategy.
To further buttress the importance attached to the 2050 strategy, African leaders
gathered in Lomé on October 15, 2016, to sign the African Charter on Maritime
Security, Safety and Development in Africa, commonly referred to as the 2063 Lomé
Charter, making the Strategy more legally binding and a blueprint for a advancing
Africa’s maritime interest.
The consistency of the Charter and the Strategy signals the commitment on the part of
the various Heads of states and governments in Africa, in cooperating with the African
Union, to jointly harnessing the potential of the African Seas and Oceans in actualizing
a sustainable African Maritime Domain (Pretorius & Henwood, 2019).
This chapter intends to analyse among other issues the structure of the Lomé
Charter Vis a Vis the 2050 Strategy, while also discussing the roles and highlighting
the challenges in the implementation of the Charter in the quest to realise a sustainable
African Blue Economy regime.
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4.2. Significance of the Lomé Charter to the 2050 Strategy
The Competence of the authorities that signed to the adoption of the Charter gives
impetus to its status thereby making it binding to all parties involved. The Signing of
the Charter imitates the 1969 United Nations Convention on the Law of Treaties
(VCLT), which entered into force in 1980. The essence of the Vienna Convention is
to help regulate treaties between states, while also creating procedures and guidelines
on how treaties are to be drafted, amended and administered.
Therefore, it is expedient to note that State parties willingly consented to the Lomé
Charter; hence, it is binding on them under international laws to adhere and meet their
obligations as stated in the Charter.
A look at the Vienna Convention on the principle of Pacta Sunt Servanda, meaning,
“Agreements must be kept”. Article 26 of the Convention provides that, “every treaty
in force is binding upon the parties to it and must be performed by them in good
faith”. This signals states responsibilities to Charter obligations (Schmalenbach,
2018).
4.2.1. Key Elements of the Charter
The Lomé Charter, which is organised into seven chapters and 56 articles, has twelve
objectives (Article 3 of the Charter) which covers key areas like security related
issues; environmental protection; capacity building initiative; social welfare upgrade
for the citizen; raising awareness on harnessing a sustainable blue economy regime;
while also promoting inter-agency and transnational synergy among the member
states. All these are in harmony with the 2050 AIM Strategy.
Article 4 defined the scope of the Charter as regarding the aspects that were of high
importance, which includes exploitation of marine resources in a sustainable manner,
which covers the prevention of IUU Fishing, causing depletion of the fisheries. The
succeeding Article covers socio-economic measures to prevent crimes through
sensitization aimed at boosting social cohesion, and encourage an all-inclusive
participation with the intent of crime prevention and job creation.
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Furthermore, Articles 6-11 were specific about responsibilities of state parties,
structures for coordinating maritime safety and security related matters, the need to
harmonise national laws while also forging a Public, Private, Partnerships (PPP)
funding model for investing in operational equipment. The Charter also revealed the
importance of effective and efficient information sharing and communication for the
ease of maritime governance, which will also look into issues that concern boundaries
as it is contained in international instruments.
The fourth Chapter containing 11 Articles (19 - 29) focused on the broad terms of the
development of the Blue Economy, which requires state parties to develop policies on
the exploitation of their marine resources like the fisheries, aquaculture among others.
The role of human capacity development was also taken into account, as it is required
to boost skill development and expertise in the maritime sector, while also considering
the place of gender equality.
This move is to help states develop improved competitiveness in international
shipping, thereby highlighting the need for infrastructure upgrade to enable effective
operations at the ports. States are to adopt certain measures to curtail effects of climate
change posing a threat to the environment and make provisions for the management
of marine disasters.
Summary of Chapters 5 – 7 (Articles 30-56) makes mention of the need for provision
of a continental, regional and national framework to enhance cooperation of the
member states. Other areas mentioned include Intelligence gathering for the
enhancement of security at all levels.
It also considered a key aspect in the area of judicial, legal cooperation and dispute
settlement mechanisms to help aggrieved parties channel grievances. In addition, in
recognizing the sovereignty of each member state, it allowed for provision of
signature, ratification and accession of the Charter, with an option of withdrawal from
the Charter, while also encouraging the need for the popularization of the Charter.
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From the aforementioned, it will be apt to maintain that the provisions of the Charter
shows that the Africa Union is committed to confronting and finding solutions to the
hurdles of actualising a sustainable African Maritime Domain. However, this will only
come to fruition if the leaders can demonstrate readiness through political will.
Furthermore, it is pertinent to state that the Charter mirrors the actualization of the
AIMS 2050 with the overall aim of wealth creation, exhibition of political will,
ensuring security, while also embracing the importance of Maritime Capacity Building
for growth in the industry.
In the next chapter, this research will discuss three core strategic objectives that cuts
across both the Lomé Charter and the 2050 Strategy.
Meanwhile, there are noticeable gaps in the Charter that may affect the
implementation, and by extension the 2050 Strategy, as both hinge on the sustainable
use of the oceans in line with the Blue Economy concept, which the remaining aspect
of this chapter will focus on.
4.2.2. Challenges in the Implementation of the Lomé Charter
It is one thing to have a strategy in mind, the place of execution remains sacrosanct to
the actualization of the strategy (Brinkschröder, 2014).
4.2.3. Researchers Perspective
A review of the document that contains the Charter reveals that as at September 2019,
among 55 countries, only 35 have signed to the Charter, 2 countries have ratified, while
only 2 have deposited, this signals a challenge and plausible failure in the
implementation status of the Charter, which will clearly affect the implementation
status of the 2050 Strategy. From the author’s perspective, it may be due to
indifference on the part of the African leaders or lack of understanding or interest in
the ideals of the Charter. This is after about five years of the signing of the Charter and
the convergence of African Heads of State in Lomé.
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Interestingly, Togo’s full accession may be largely due to the signing of the Charter
that took place in Lomé, the capital of Togo.
4.2.4. Capacity Challenges
One of the ideals of the Charter is to develop maritime capacity building in order to
help sectoral growth and development, while also creating jobs and wealth for the
people. However, there seems to be little knowledge on the opportunities in the Africa
Maritime Domain and a low-level awareness. Inherently, it can be alluded that Africa
as a continent suffers sea blindness, and in short supply of professionals in the
maritime field (Simões-Marques et al., 2021).
Just as defined by the African Union, maritime domain awareness refers to “the
effective understanding of anything associated with the maritime domain that could
impact upon the security, safety, economy, or environment” (African Union, 2016).
The Charter in consonance with the Strategy copiously mentioned that capacity
building is required to help grow the Africa maritime sector.
Capacity building can be through regional, continental or other forms of collaboration,
as this will help improve exchange of ideas and boost the awareness capabilities of
member states of the AU (Doorey, 2020). Therefore, it is important to state that
capacity building is the heart of the actualization of both the Charter and the 2050
AIMS Strategy.
4.3. Conclusion
Africa is a repository of numerous resources, and to realise the Blue Economy, the
leaders must create the atmosphere for harnessing of the resources. There must be
equal opportunities and fairness for all, while also encouraging large-scale
sensitization as contained in the Article 47 of the Charter, aimed at popularizing the
benefits accruable in the African Maritime Domain.
The Charter synchronizes with the 2050 Strategy, highlighting common areas of
importance. It is not enough to discover the resources in the continent; it is time for
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action to be taken as the future of Africa remains bleak if urgent steps are not taken to
plug all loopholes, while also engaging the support of stakeholders to help in usage of
the resources.
In addition, private sector involvement is crucial as rightly captured in Article 9 of the
Charter, in order to canvass investment in technology, equipment to meet up with
modern day realities.

CHAPTER FIVE
5.1. African Union and the Strategic Mission in the Realization of
AIMS 2050
The African Union Commission (AUC) is strategic to the actualization of the vision
of a united Africa, aimed at utilizing its resources, both natural and human for the
benefits of her people, in establishing a peaceful, stable, secured and wealthy Africa
(AU, 2012).
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This led to the development of seven strategic missions, centred around; establishing
an effective and responsive African Union; building consensus around shared vision
and agenda in Africa; promoting a society focused on principles of the rule of law,
good governance and human security; and promoting regional economic cooperation
as a foundation for continental integration. Other areas are to develop integrated
infrastructure; address structural causes of poverty and underdevelopment while also
enhancing the dynamism of African Culture and creativity (AU, 2012).
These ideals also cut across the maritime domain of the continent, culminating into
Africa's Integrated Maritime Strategy (AIMS) 2050 and thereafter the Lomé Charter,
as highlighted in the previous Chapter.
Furthermore, wealth creation, competitiveness, cooperation and political-will and
capacity building are the core components that feature in the realization of the
“overarching” strategy due to the commonality in the opportunities and challenges in
harnessing the maritime potentials in the African continent.
The overall goal of Africa's Integrated Maritime Strategy is to ensure a sustainable and
thriving blue economy regime. Sadly, there seems to be a lack of understanding in the
meaning of the concept, as this is even evident in the discordant definitions as
highlighted in the literature review of this dissertation.
Occasioned by the spate of rising poverty and unemployment in the continent, in
addition to the need for social-economic development, the Africa Union charged the
Regional Economic Communities (REC’s) to come up with workable solutions to
tackling the menace, while also bearing in mind the need to utilise the continent’s
ocean resources.
Meanwhile, it is again important to emphasize that harnessing the potentials of the
Blue Economy must transcend politics and revenue drive; which seems to be the case
in Africa. Rather, there must be some conscious efforts to preserve the oceans for
future generations.
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5.1.1. Analyses of the Structure to aid the Implementation of Selected Objectives
In addressing the perceived challenges, the African Union Commission (AUC) came
up with a set of four goals, 12 strategic objectives as shown in Figure 2, in chapter 1,
among other recommendations. These objectives and recommendations are to give
impetus to the actualization of the strategy.
The 32-page strategic document is divided into alphabets a-k and further sub-divided
into roman figures and contains 112 paragraphs with various sub-headings which
covers threats and vulnerabilities; strategic objectives; existing regulatory frameworks
and strategic action plan. Other aspects covered in the document include the need to
formulate a policy that will cater for fisheries and its management, while also putting
in place measures that will discourage Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated (IUU)
fishing, including a robust tourism regime in addition to embracing intra and
intercontinental partnerships.
Alphabet K segment of the document with 52 paragraphs (60-112) deals with maritime
governance related issues, which will look into critical areas such as; wealth creation
in the continent; maritime spatial planning; maritime trade improvement and
competitiveness; capacity and capability building; insecurities in the maritime domain
of the continent; among other relevant initiatives, to align with the strategic objectives.
The document also identified four key areas in determining the viability of the strategy,
ranging from suitability, acceptability, feasibility and compatibility (AU, 2012). These
four are determinants that will shape the workability of the strategy, which also
requires the buy-in of all parties involved, including State parties and Stakeholders,
among other key industry players, both at the continental and intercontinental levels.
Interestingly, the document in sync with the Lomé Charter covers major areas relating
to maritime development in the African Maritime Domain, but not without some
visible gaps.
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5.1.2. Critical Assessment of the Objectives
From the author’s perspective, the objectives listed in paragraph 21 are rather, too
broad and repetitive, which may cause delays in its Plan of Action (PoA). The
objectives could be compressed and properly sub-divided to fit into the 2050 strategy
plan. It is noteworthy that some of the strategic objectives are matters of the national
governments, as every region in Africa faces diverse challenges, not similar to another,
in addition to their peculiarities.
For instance, objective number 10 in the document is concerned with the promotion of
ratification, domestication and implementation of international legal instruments,
which in the view of the author is supposed to be a national issue and not a continental
affair, thereby should not be a part of the strategy. Member states are to work with the
legislative arms of their government to promulgate and adopt international regulations
in their national laws.
Alternatively, due to the peculiarity of the African continent, where there are a few
landlocked countries, who may have little or no interest in maritime related
investments. A smart way to approach the aforementioned issue may be to allow every
Regional Economic Communities like the Economic Community of West African
States (ECOWAS) to take the lead in ensuring ratification, domestication and
implementation of relevant international instruments in the region.
To buttress the argument, and as highlighted in the earlier chapter; if in five years of
the signing of the 2063 Charter, only two countries have fully accented to it (Benin
and Togo), and the AU has not been able to get the others to accent to it. How possible
will they help or supervise the processes of domestication of international instrument,
which is not seemingly within the purview of the African Union. The author’s view is
that African Union Commission should focus on crucial continental maritime related
challenges, while giving room for other regional and national developments to take
place at their own pace.
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In view of the aforementioned, this research will holistically focus on the challenges
of three out of the strategic objectives as highlighted in the preceding chapter.
i.

Enhancing political will at Community, National, Regional and
Continental Levels;

ii.

Enhancing Wealth Creation, National, Regional and Continental
levels through maritime-centric capacity and capacity building.

iii.

Ensuring Security and Safety of Maritime Transportation Systems (AU,
2012).

In the aforementioned listed strategic objectives, it focuses majorly on six broad areas,
namely: Political-Will, Wealth Creation, Capacity Building, Security, Safety and
Cooperation, which in the author’s opinion are the crux of the strategic objectives.
As the common cliché says “where there is a will there is a way”, this informs the
authors view that political-will is the most important of all the strategic objectives, as
it sets the tone and direction for the strategy to be realizable or unrealizable.
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Figure 4 (created

by the author)

African Heads of State must take the centre-stage and muscle-up courage to achieve
the identified objectives in the realization of a viable Blue Economy in the African
Maritime Domain. Political-will solely lies on the hands of the leaders.
The 2050 Strategy covers a wide range of initiatives centred on the Blue Economy
development of the continent, while bearing in mind the need for various governments,
at the national, community, regional and continental levels to work out modalities for
the implementation. In all these, there is the need for the African leaders to demonstrate
high level of political will in making the strategy attainable (Charo, 2021).
Interestingly, Agenda 2063 rightly captured the need for a politically united continent
that will help promote values and ethics, while ensuring the removal of barriers
forthwith.
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“The Agenda 2063 flagship project The African Passport and Free Movement of People
aims to remove restrictions on Africans ability to travel, work and live within their own
continent. The initiative aims at transforming Africa’s laws, which remain generally
restrictive on movement of people despite political commitments to bring down borders with
the view to promoting the issuance of visas by Member States to enhance free movement of
all African citizens in all African countries” (African Union, 2016).

The move to unify a visa regime in the continent is laudable, and will help in the quest
of wealth creation and promote intra-Africa trade and tourism, as conspicuously
captured in the 2050 and 2063 documents.
This makes cooperation imperative at the various levels of government, as it is
required to achieve this strategy. However, Africa Union may take a clue from the
European Union (EU) in paying attention to maritime capacity development, while
also encouraging research and development. Specifically, the AU should grant free
access to citizens of Africa with special maritime skills and technical knowledge to
have unfettered access to all countries in the African continent, as the entire globe is
shifting towards a versatile blue economy regime.
Although, citing security risks, this may not be easily so for Africa, due to the increased
insecurity in the continent. However, if part of the 2050 strategic objectives is to
actualize a Combined Exclusive Maritime Zone of Africa (CEMZA), which does not
seem practicable in the near future, as it may require some level of intervention by the
United Nations. There is the need to bear in mind the parameters of maritime spaces
granted every coastal state by the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS).
Upon this premise, a politically united Africa, void of movement restrictions may be
a good signal for cooperation within the continent, with special considerations for the
maritime sector. Unfortunately, it is not so in the case of Africa as the free movement
barrier is yet to take effect, and this may not capture the essence of cooperation.
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Meanwhile, as captured in the objectives, Safety and security requires collective
efforts as the continent consistently faces insecurities as mentioned in earlier chapters.
A safe and secured African Maritime Domain will guarantee more investment in the
shipping sector, by way of intra-Africa trade, while also attracting Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) to the African Maritime Domain. This will guarantee more job
creation and by extension wealth creation.
Maritime-centric Capacity building is another important aspect of the strategic
objectives, as this will help to bring expertise to the continent. Government at all levels
must embrace maritime-related capacity building as a tool for national maritime
development (Bob-Manuel, 2020).
Taking a clue from the Nigerian government’s capacity development drive to mitigate
the dearth of supply of seafarers, which is a global challenge. The government through
the Nigerian Maritime Administration and Safety Agency (NIMASA) came up with
an initiative called the Nigerian Seafarers Development Programme (NSDP). The
initiative is to train young Nigerians and encourage the youths’ active participation in
the seafaring profession. This gave rise to the sponsorship of over 2000 young
Nigerians to acquire knowledge in the field of maritime studies in foreign reputable
institutions in Egypt, Philippines, Romania and the United Kingdom (Ernest Chinwo,
2017).
In furtherance to the drive for maritime capacity building, the Nigerian government
again through NIMASA signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the
World Maritime University (WMU), Malmo, Sweden in 2018 for training in a 14month Masters programme in the field of Maritime Affairs. The initiatives underscores
the importance of maritime development in Nigeria, and by extension the African
Maritime Domain (Eriabie, 2018).
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There is the need to align these strategic objectives with the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDG), as it will further help in the realization of
the ideals of the African Blue Economy initiative.
Invariably, none of these strategic objectives can stand on its own, as one is dependent
on another. Political-will is at the centre of it, as it breeds cooperation, while
cooperation will help promote the ideals of maritime capacity building to enhance
capability, alongside security and safety in the continent. However, in attaining these
objectives, the next segment will attempt to discuss a holistic approach to the
challenges in the implementation of the selected strategic objectives in 2050 Africa’s
Integrated Maritime Strategy, Vis a Vis the 2063 Charter. Although, these challenges
cuts across the entire ideals of the documents.
5.1.3. Holistic Approach to the Challenges of Selected Strategic Objectives
Suffice to state that the success of the 2050 Strategy is dependent on the 2063 Charter.
The all-encompassing document that contains the Lomé Charter, which is a welcome
development for the African maritime sector, has the backing of all the Heads of States
and Presidents in Africa. This gives the required temerity to the importance of the
Charter, thereby making it a robust and legally binding document.
However, there are noticeable gaps that may affect the selected strategic objectives of
the Strategy, ranging from lack of political-will, low capacity building initiative, lack
of expertise, lack of funding, lack of enforcement vessels for combatting insecurities,
lack of information sharing and data among others.
5.2. Lack of Political-Will
Enhancing political will at Community, National, Regional and Continental Levels is
one of the strategic objectives in the implementation of the strategy.
As opined by the author, political-will is very critical to the actualisation of the strategy
at any level of governance. However, there seems to be little or no interest in the ideals
of the strategy. Evidently, the level of ratification and deposit of the 2063 Charter by
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States in the African Continent does not only signal lack of interest in the ideals of the
charter, but it can be alluded to lack of political-will. A document of this magnitude
signed by African Heads of State requires deliberate and strong political-will to make
it viable.
The Political terrain of many African countries faces many uncertainties ranging from
instability in the political space, incessant change in government, which may adversely
affect continuity in governance and by extension, political will to carry out its
functions (Rao, 2014).
Political-will must begin from the community, to national level, thereafter the regional
and continental levels, but this is lacking.
According to paragraphs 105 of the document containing the strategy, it declares thus:
“The 2050 AIM Strategy is to be reviewed every three (3) years to ensure alignment
of the strategic objectives with global geo-strategic contexts” (AU, 2012).
Unfortunately, there is no evident document revealing that there was any review made
since the drafting of the Plan of Action, which was last updated in 2013 as shown on
the document. This can be a result of lack of political-will on the part of the African
leaders.
5.2.1. Low Capacity and Capability Building
Enhancing of wealth creation in the region in addition to international trade
performance through maritime-centric capacity and capability building is part of the
strategic objectives. Maritime capacity and capability building are very important
elements in the realization of the 2050 Strategy, especially as it relates to
understanding the ideals of the Blue Economy, which forms the crux of the drafting of
the Strategy.
Unfortunately, there is limited knowledge or awareness on the opportunities in the
African Maritime industry, due to capacity gap, which will also lead to deficiency in
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capability. Absence of capacity and capability in the scheme of things in relation to
the strategy may make it difficult to create wealth for Africans.
5.2.2. Insecurity
The subject on insecurity in the African maritime sector has formed a major part of
discussions at various levels, both continentally and intercontinentally, with particular
focus in the Gulf of Guinea and Gulf of Aden (Somalia).
As identified by Egede, (2016) there is the need to form the African Standby Force
(ASF), made of the Navy to quell all forms of illegalities in the continent.
Aside Piracy, which is a major security threat in the continent, illegal fishing, illegal
migration and human trafficking among other anomalies, still thrive, which is
detrimental to the actualization of the strategy. Hijack of vessels, kidnapping of crews
still exists, which serves as threats to a prosperous African continent, as contained in
the Strategy.
Fundamentally, in tackling the insecurity in the continent, there is the need to acquire
adequate Platforms for the monitoring, patrolling and enforcement, manned by the
Navy to curb the crime in the continent. This will require funding and cooperation,
which is another challenge faced in the continent.
Talking about regional cooperation and maritime security, Egede, (2016) posited that
there is the need to leverage on states that has the required capacity, like Nigeria and
South Africa, averring that both countries have the capacity and the capability to drive
and make regional maritime security achievable.
Nigeria’s recent Deep Blue project aimed at tackling insecurities within the EEZ of
the country is a good step in the right direction, which other Regional Economic
Communities may consider as an option, if the national government cannot fully fund
it, as it is a capital-intensive project.
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The government of Nigeria has recently acquired state of the art sea assets, alongside
air assets for the enforcement and overflying of the EEZ of the country to ensure
maximum security in the EEZ. However, if Nigeria’s EEZ alone is protected and other
countries in the region or continent still faces insecurities, the actualization of the Blue
Economy initiative may not be in sight. Therefore, national governments in the
continent should within their regions team up in acquiring platforms and necessary
apparatus’ that will help stem the tide of insecurities.
In addition, issues of costs in the place of shared funding should be giving
consideration, as maritime security related issues requires adequate funding.
Therefore, to ensure the security and safety of maritime transportation systems in the
continent there must be concerted efforts to achieve this feat.
5.2.3. Lack of Data and Information Sharing
As identified by Adewumi, (2020) Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP) is one of the key
elements in the actualization of the strategy, as spelt out in paragraph 81 of the
document.
MSP is to help in advancing a policy process for the African Union, which will aid the
implementation of the Strategy. Invariably, when data is lacking, there will no
availability of information.
Accordingly, Adewumi, (2020) disclosed that the complexity and multiple actors
involved in the implementation of the strategy requires data and information sharing.
The author agrees with this submission, with a note of recommendation that the Plan
of Action needs a periodical updates to reflect the activities of the REC’s, STF and
those charged with one responsibilities or another.
5.3. Conclusion
The aim of the study is to bring to the fore the ideals of the Blue Economy in relations
to the focus of the 2050 Strategy Vis a vis the 2063 Charter signed by all the Heads of
State in Africa. A literature review, alongside a critical analysis of both the strategy
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and charter were carried out, where certain discrepancies and challenges ranging from
the definition of the blue economy and the understanding of the ideals were examined.
Rather than understanding the concept of the blue economy, there seems to be more
focus on wealth creation, without sustainability of the ocean in sight; as findings
reveals that capacity gap still exists, thereby questioning the capability and expertise
of individuals in the continent, while research and development and unavailability of
data still exists in the continent.
Further findings reveals that the Plan of Action, expected to set the stage by providing
a road map for the actualisation of the strategy was last updated in 2013, which itself
poses a challenge to the implementation processes of the strategy. This then raises the
question of the monitoring techniques put in place for the progress of the strategic
document.
Although, several national and regional governments in the African continent are
making frantic efforts to develop strategies towards the utilization of ocean resources,
there is the need for more cooperation and political-will in ensuring that the 2050 and
2063 strategy and charter respectively becomes a reality, as these two continental
documents are reliant on one another.
The African Integrated Maritime Strategy 2050 and the 2063 Charter are undeniably
laudable initiatives hinged on actualizing a prosperous African continent. However,
several challenges still lingers, with deliberate and strong political-will, being an
antidote to solving the myriads of problems in the African Maritime Domain.
Understanding the key principles and objectives of the strategy is very crucial to the
success, as the question of whether or not the document is clear still comes to the fore.
The study of the Blue Economy is another key aspect that need considerations, as there
seems to be some misunderstandings about the concept, in the realization of a robust
economy in the African continent. A clear understanding of the concept will help in
the processes and re-engineering of the 2050 strategy, Vis a Vis the 2063 Charter.
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Unfortunately, Africa still suffers setbacks due to military coups and incessant
disruptions of the political landscape, thereby inhibiting the progress of the continent.
To stem this tide, the onus lies on the African Union to take the bull by the horn and
show capacity and capability to lead, else the dream of a prosperous Africa may not
materialize in the near future.
Beyond the African Union, every country in the continent should make efforts to
domesticate relevant parts of the documents in their national laws, bearing in mind that
nation building comes first, thereafter, regional and continental building. As such,
cooperation is underway from the regional to the continental.
Fundamentally, Africa Union should take a clue from the European Union by building
policies around institutions and not individuals, as this is an unwholesome practice
obtainable in many Africa countries. There must be the consciousness of the fact that
individuals will go, while the institutions will remain, developed and passed on from
one generation to another, which is the whole essence of preserving ocean resources
for a sustainable continent and by extension the global economy.
Conclusively, African Union in partnership with the various governments in the
continent must also work towards creating enabling environments for maritime
activities to thrive, thereby giving the opportunity to encourage and engage
stakeholders’ participation, including the media, as this will engender accountability
and proper implementation of the Strategy.
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